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Fake News Creation
Fake News has taken two routes:

•   One, the many social networking 
websites, their news feeds and 
closed messaging groups.

•   Two, the mainstream media – 
print, radio, television and e-
newspapers – picking up and re-
publishing falsities from the 
former.
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Fake News Creation
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Media Freedom
• Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights as well as Article 19 of 
the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights recognise freedom of expression 
and freedom of information as fundamental Human 
rights.

• European Convention in Human Rights (ECHR) is a 
legal framework enforceable through the European 
Court of Human Rights and gives “everyone the 
right to freedom of expression.”

• The First Amendment to the US 
Constitution prevents Congress from making any 
law…abridging the…freedom of the press...

• Article 19(1)(a) of the Indian Constitution 
grants all citizens the “freedom of speech and 
expression.”  
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Media Freedom
In the Romesh Thapar (Cross Roads magazine) v. State 
of Madras case (1950), Chief Justice Patanjali 
Shastri  observed: “Freedom of speech and of the 
press lay at the foundation of all democratic 
organisations, for without free political discussion 
no public education, so essential for the proper 
functioning of the process of popular government, is 
possible.”
Since then… Sakal (1962), Bennet Coleman (1973), 
Indian Express (1985)
The Supreme Court in July 2018 said that blanket 
monitoring of WhatsApp messages and social media 
posts by the government would make India a 
“surveillance state”.

Freedom of expression has three essential elements. They are:
•  freedom of access to all sources of information,
•  freedom of publication, and
•  freedom of circulation.
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Media Responsibility
However, no legislation at the international or Indian 

level grants absolute freedom of speech and 
expression.

The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)’s 
Article 10 on Freedom of Expression states “The 
exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it 
duties and responsibilities, may be subject to 
such… restrictions or penalties as are prescribed 
by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in 
the interests of national security, territorial 
integrity or public safety, for the prevention of 
disorder or crime, for the protection of health or 
morals, for the protection of the reputation or 
rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of 
information received in confidence, or for 
maintaining the authority and impartiality of the 
judiciary." 
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Media Responsibility
There are restrictions to the freedom offered 
by the Indian Constitution as well. These 
restrictions are in terms of:

•  security of the State,
•  friendly relations with foreign States,
•  public order,
•  decency and morality,
•  contempt of court,
•  defamation,
•  incitement to an offence, and
•  sovereignty and integrity of India.
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Combating Fake News
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Fake News: Response
• In September 2017, the European Commission issued 

guidelines for web companies to follow on hate 
speech and incitement to violence and terror. If 
they do not comply, the EC would enact laws that 
could lead to heavy fines.

• Germany has already passed a law - The 
Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz (NetzDG) – which came 
into force in October 2017.

• In the United Kingdom, there is a likelihood of a 
parliamentary committee proposing laws with regard 
to fake news.

• A new law, tabled in France in February, 2018, would 
govern social media platforms, especially during 
election time. 

• Fianna Fail – The Republican Party in Ireland 
introduced a bill in December 2017 to tackle the 
rise of fake accounts and “orchestrated, anti-
democratic online campaigns” on social media.
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Fake News: Response
• The Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats (CTHH) a 

unit of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech 
Republic primarily aimed at countering disinformation, 
fake news, hoaxes and foreign propaganda, started 
operations on January 1, 2017.

• In The Philippines, there is a law that makes the 
publication of "false news" a crime punishable by longer 
imprisonment and heavier fines.

• In Indonesia, the Communications Ministry blocked 11 
websites early 2018, mostly for spreading hate speech and 
fake news.

• Under existing Singapore law, "Any person who transmits 
or causes to be transmitted a message which he knows to 
be false or fabricated shall be guilty of an offence". 

• In India, the Internet is covered under the Information 
Technology Act of 2008 and there are more than a dozen 
civil and criminal laws that relate to the mainstream 
media, including those for defamation and disturbing 
social harmony.
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Fake News: Response
• The International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN), 

launched in 2015, catalyses collaborative efforts 
globally in fact-checking, provides training and has 
published a code of principles. In 2017 it 
introduced an application and vetting process for 
journalistic organisations.

• A global alliance of tech industry and academic 
organisations unveiled plans in April 2018 to work 
together to combat the spread of "fake news" and 
improve public understanding of journalism.

• The News Integrity Initiative has the backing of 
Facebook, the Ford Foundation, Mozilla and others.

• India-based portal  ‘Firstpost’ put out a 'Reading 
news on the internet for dummies' guide, which has 
some insights on how to not fall prey to fake news.
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Fake News: Response
• Another Indian news portal called The Quint has 

started a section called ‘Webquf’ that debunks 
fake news (a play on words, as bewquf means “stupid” 
in Hindi).

• BBC Hindi and The Quint have come together to launch 
a ‘Swachh Digital India’ mission to educate 
newsrooms and readers to be alert to fake news; to 
find easy, accessible ways to seek out the facts; 
and also to involve readers, citizen journalists and 
tech gurus in the effort. 

• Some of the most popular citizen-driven anti-fake 
news websites in India are: ‘Boom FactCheck (BFC)’, 
established by Govindraj Ethiraj, ‘Social Media 
Hoax Slayer (SMHS)’, started and run by Pankaj Jain,  
‘Alt News’ run by Pratik Sinha’s  and 
‘check4spam.com’ by Shammas Oliyath and Bal Krishn 
Birla.
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Fake News: Response
Help for common netizens also comes from:

ü Google reverse image search allows users to upload 
an image online and then search for where it may have 
appeared in the past. 
ü TinEye, developed and offered by Toronto-based 
Idée, Inc., also allows readers to check if images 
have been manipulated.
ü Free video to jpg converters transform video into 
images that can then be searched separately. This can 
also be installed as a browser add-on.
ü InVid has developed a browser application that 
allows people to add video links into it.
ü Facebook now features 'related articles' beneath 
the story in question and invites readers to access 
additional information, including pieces that have 
been greenlighted by third party fact checkers.
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Fake News: Response
Even religious and spiritual organizations and 

figures have pitched into the effort: 

• Indonesia’s most influential Islamic authority, 
the Ulema Council, issued a ‘fatwa’ (religious 
edict) in June 2017 forbidding Muslims from 
spreading hate speech, fake news, pornographic 
material and racial slurs on social media.

• In January 2018, the Vatican released a message 
from Pope Francis that said “I would like to 
contribute to our shared commitment to stemming 
the spread of fake news and to rediscovering the 
dignity of journalism and the personal 
responsibility of journalists to communicate the 
truth.”
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Fake News: Response
Penalising Social Media Companies:

• A high-level committee of secretaries in 
India is likely to recommend prosecuting 
India heads of Social Media Platforms. The 
panel has submitted its report to Union Home 
Minister Rajnath Singh. 

•  However, the problem of interpreting what 
constitutes as ‘fake news’ or news 
published with ‘bad intent’, is something 
the government still needs to consider. 
According to One India, the government was 
looking towards the Press Council of India 
and Press Information Bureau to weed out 
such news.
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Combating Fake News

To fight the spread of fake information, 
there is a need to attack and cripple at 
least one of the three pillars
• remarkable story, 
• wide distribution and 
• amplification
that make spreading of disinformation 
effective.
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Combating Fake News
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Combating Fake News
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Combating Fake News – 
Media Literacy
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Combating Fake News – 
Media Literacy
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Combating Fake News – A 
Case

The New York Times’ way to help combat fake 
news

The newspaper is asking its readers for 
“examples of online ads, posts and texts 
that contain political disinformation or 
false claims and are being deliberately 
spread on internet platforms to try to 
influence local, statewide, and federal 
elections.” 

There’s a form that readers can use to 
send in screenshots. 
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Combating Fake News – A 
CaseThe kinds of “social media disinformation” that 

the Times is looking for include:
— A Facebook account spreading false information 
about a candidate for office, or impersonating a 
candidate
— A Twitter post attempting to confuse voters by 
sharing false information about the election 
process (for example, by advertising the wrong 
Election Day, or promoting nonexistent voter ID 
requirements)
— A YouTube channel or Instagram account that 
uses doctored or selectively edited videos or 
images to mislead voters about a candidate or 
issue
— A disinformation-based smear campaign against a 
candidate being organized on Reddit or 4Chan, or 
in a private Facebook group
— A text message with false information to 
impersonate a candidate or confuse voters
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Combating Fake News

We can’t say for sure it’ll work, but 
we also can try:

• Better and more specific training to 
journalists in the mainstream media in terms 
of verification and fact-checking of 
information pulled out from the Internet, 
especially the social media.

• Traditional media outlets and social media 
platforms must come together to devise 
increasingly smart methods to deal with 
misinformation.
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Combating Fake News

US media veteran Kay Koplovitz says it is 
time to reject "fake news" and argues 
social media consumers will soon demand a 
return to verified, fact-based media they 
can trust.

Ms Koplovitz said the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal involving the exploitation of 
Facebook user data was also a reality 
check on how social media could influence 
elections and potentially threaten 
democracy.
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Combating Fake News
When your intellect shall cross the mire of delusion, 

then you shall attain indifference as to what has 
been heard and what is yet to be heard.

                            Bhagvad Gita chapter 2 verse 52
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